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SOLUTION RATIONALE, GOALS, AND HIGHLIGHTS
In taking up the Lumina Foundation’s challenge to improve the College Scorecard, we at Capella University
were inspired to re-imagine what the Scorecard could be. As our team worked through multiple approaches
and considered the many ways we might address the current Scorecard’s shortcomings, a few broad goals
kept bubbling to the surface. We’ve outlined those goals below, and it’s our belief that our proposed solution
achieves those goals—giving students a powerful tool to make an informed decision about their future.

Build a scorecard that works for ALL students:
The current scorecard was designed with first-time undergraduate students in mind, but this group makes up
less than half of all higher education students. Adult learners, returning students, working professionals,
students with military commitments—these groups need information that isn’t included currently. We
re-imagined the scorecard so that it expands the search possibilities beyond first-time bachelor’s
options—and helps individuals, whatever their circumstances, see how each school meets their specific
needs.

In the website’s search/compare functionality:
• When searching by location or school type, users can select “Online” or “Evening & weekend” options
• Users can filter their search to display community college or university results.
• Users can filter their results by school size, coed vs. single sex, religious affiliation, and more.

In the Scorecard:
• Includes “Type of degree” (bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral) among the search fields.
• When showing a university’s total students, users see a breakdown by degree level, age, and course
load (full time vs. part time)
• Allows users to filter the graduation-rate data to break out graduation rates by degree level.
• In the cost section, includes a “Ways to save” feature that highlights multiple options for reducing
college tuition, including many (employer reimbursement, transfer credits, etc.) that are particularly
applicable to adult students.

Connect students to online options:
To meet our nation’s educational needs—now and in the future—online learning must play a major role.
Here’s how we updated the scorecard to offer students a fuller picture of their educational options.

In the website’s search/compare functionality:
• When searching by location or school type, users can select “Online learning” or “Online course options.”

In the Scorecard:
•

In each college’s overview, the availability of online learning options is noted.

•

In the “Student Profile” section, the percent of students taking online courses is noted.

SOLUTION RATIONALE, GOALS, AND HIGHLIGHTS
Increase users’ ability to personalize their search:
To make the most informed college decision, students need data that’s relevant to their unique needs. In
updating the scorecard, we included many features to make the scorecard deliver customized results.

In the website’s search/compare functionality:
• When searching, users are able to adjust their parameters by a number of factors, including distance
from home, region, type of school, online options, and more.
• When searching by cost, users can adjust “slider” bars to raise or lower cost parameters and see instant
results
• Throughout each step of the search process, users can choose to see the entire list of suitable
schools—or add and remove filters until they have fine-tuned their search to meet their specific criteria.
• The search function now includes a “compare” feature, so users can see data for up to 3 schools
displayed side by side.
• Within the compare feature, users can adjust how much information is visible, adjusting the amount of
data to suit their needs.

In the Scorecard:
• Users can select a wide range of factors—home state, degree level, area of study, course load, start
date, age, military status, ways to save money, and more—which will refine the data they see on a
particular school’s scorecard.
• Based on these factors, the scorecard can deliver customized information including estimated graduation
date, estimated cost, estimated monthly student loan payment, and much more.
• When users select or change any of these factors, the scorecard automatically updates the data to reflect
their selections.

DESIGN NOTES
Through each part of the user experience—the college search, the college comparison, the college
scorecard—we kept a few guiding principles in mind. First and foremost, our solution must be functional, easy
to navigate, and streamlined. It must never overwhelm the user with data. And it must display data in a clear,
visually interesting way. To support our user-experience goals, we’ve taken a design approach characterized
by clean lines, simple shapes, engaging iconography, a limited color palette, and generous use of white
space.

Scorecard landing page

College Scorecard
College Affordability and Transparency Center

College Scorecards in the U.S. Department of Education’s College Affordability and Transparency Center make it easier for you to
search for a college that is a good fit for you. You can use the College Scorecard to find out more about a college’s affordability
and value so you can make more informed decisions about which college to attend. More info
To start, either enter the name of a college, or choose what is most important to you, and we will find colleges that fit your needs.

With a simplified approach and fewer
search categories than the current
scorecard search page, this updated
page allows the user to begin their
search quickly and refine it as they
go, adjusting their results by choosing
filter options. By grouping filters into
4 larger categories, we’ve streamlined
the initial search, allowing users to
get to their search results faster and
more efficiently.
The user has the option to search for
a school by name, or choose 1 of 4
primary filtering options, based on
which criteria are most important to
them.

Seach for a college by name

If the user is unsure where to begin,
the site will guide them through an
alternate path, which would lead
them through each of these primary
filtering options.

Majors

Location

Price

Not sure where to start? We’ll guide you through the process.

School Type

College Scorecard

Majors filter group page

College Affordability and Transparency Center

Seach for a college by name

Back

What majors are you interested in?
Select the family of majors that interest you
Arts & Humanities

Public and Social Services

Business

Science, Math, and Technology

Health and Medicine

Social Sciences

Interdisciplinary Studies

Trades and Personal Services

Irony adipisicing banjo cred velit. Banksy before they sold out beard, tempor deep v tofu
Marfa hashtag minim Cosby sweater non ethical roof party Wes Anderson Intelligentsia.
SEE 2,568 RESULTS

OR

NARROW RESULTS BY LOCATION

Next

The user can select 1 or all of the
majors that are of interest. By keeping the options broad and high-level
at this point, the user can keep
moving swiftly toward the results
page, rather than searching through
exhaustive lists of study areas. Once
on the results page, users can filter
further to refine to a specific major.
As the user makes filter selections,
the number of results will update in
real time. This helps the user gauge
whether their selections are too
broad or specific before going to the
results page. Plus, it gives them the
option to filter these results by one of
the other filter groups.

College Scorecard

Location filter group page

College Affordability and Transparency Center

Back

Seach for a college by name

Next

Where would you like to study?

“Selection attributes” will include a
series of options to further filter
within those locations.

Irony adipisicing banjo cred velit. Banksy before they sold out beard,
tempor deep.

Location Selections

Selection attributes

Online Learning

150

Minneapolis, MN
Denver, CO

Public

New York, NY
Houston, TX

mile radius
Private

Online course options

Honolulu, HI
Seattle, WA

All courses online
Evening & weekend courses

Online
Learning

Click anywhere on the map to
make location selections

Your ZIP Code

Why include this?

SEE 416 RESULTS

OR

Urban

The user can select multiple points
on the map to filter schools near
those locations. As the user makes
selections, those locations will populate in the “Location Selections” list,
giving the user a list of the current
sections and the ability to remove a
selection.

Rural

NARROW RESULTS BY COSTS

As the user makes filter selections,
the number of results will update in
real time. This helps the user gauge
whether their selections are too broad
or specific before going to the results
page. Plus, it gives them the option
to filter these results by one of the
other filter groups.

College Scorecard

Costs filter group page
The user can adjust these sliders to
find schools that fit their financial
needs.

College Affordability and Transparency Center

Seach for a college by name

Back

Next

Worried about the price of college?
Think average net price, not sticker price.

$20,000 or less

Find colleges by average net price — what the average student pays:

100%

How much of your need might be met?
Select the percentage of ﬁnancial need you'd like a school to meet:

Most students pay less than full price.
Find colleges by tuition and fees — the cost of taking classes:

SEE 68 RESULTS

OR

NARROW RESULTS BY TYPE

$40,000 or less

As the user adjusts the sliders, the
number of results will update. This
helps the user gauge whether their
selections are too broad or specific
before going to the results page.
Plus, it gives them the option to filter
these results by one of the other
filter groups.

College Scorecard

Type filter group page
The user can select multiple school
types, seeking out the combination
of factors that suits their needs.

College Affordability and Transparency Center

Seach for a college by name

Back

Next

What type of school would you like to attend?
Select as many options as you like

2 Year
Community College

Public Universities

Private Universities

4 Year
College or University

Online course options
All courses online
Evening & weekend courses

SEE 268 RESULTS

Small Schools
Less than 2,000 Students

Medium Schools
2,000 – 15,000 Students

Large Schools
Greater than 15,000 Students

Coed

All Women

All Men

College Scorecard

Results page_1

College Affordability and Transparency Center

COMPARE LIST

The results appear in a simple grid
format—each school card includes
just the logo, name and location.
When a user hovers over a card, it
flips to reveal more key pieces of
information.

Display as: Grid

There are only two buttons—one to
add/remove from the compare list,
and one to view a school’s scorecard.

Revise your search

Select Filters

70 Results

School Type

Large Public School
Avg yearly tuition: $18,752

Allepac University
Westchesterville, MA

Popular Majors

Eastern Bedford
Community &
Technical College
Bedford, MI

WCSU.edu

REMOVE FROM COMPARE LIST

VIEW SCORECARD

Cost
Size
Campus & Housing
Learning Options
Sports & Activities
Diversity

Map

West California State University

4-year school
Public & Private
Medium-sized
Coed
Religious affliation

Location

List

South Dover College

Big Falls College

South Dover, KS

Big Falls, MO

Mississippi State
Technical College
Jackson, MS

Clear all sections

Athens University

Stanchevy College

Athens, NH

Bloomington, IL

Westville
Technical College
Alberville, VA

Loading more results

Filtering options appear on the far
left.

College Scorecard

Results page_2

College Affordability and Transparency Center

This view shows the filter flyout
menu with all the various options
available for that section.

COMPARE LIST

Revise your search

Select Filters
School Type
4-year school
Public & Private
Medium-sized
Coed
Religious affliation

Location
Popular Majors
Cost

70 Results

Display as: Grid

What type of school do you want to attend?

List

West California State University

Select all that apply
Large Public School

2 Year
Community College
Public
Allepac

4 Year
College or University

Private
University

Westchesterville, MA

Small

Medium

Coed

All Women

Eastern Bedford
Community &
Technical College

Avg yearly tuition: $18,752
WCSU.edu

For-Profit

LargeBedford, MI

REMOVE FROM COMPARE LIST

VIEW SCORECARD

All Men

Size
Campus & Housing
Learning Options
Sports & Activities
Diversity

Map

Select Religious Affiliation
Close this window to see applied ﬁlter results

South Dover College

Big Falls College

South Dover, KS

Big Falls, MO

Mississippi State
Technical College
Jackson, MS

Clear all sections

Athens University

Stanchevy College

Athens, NH

Bloomington, IL

Westville
Technical College
Alberville, VA

Loading more results

College Scorecard

Results page_3
In this view, the user has selected
schools to compare (they appear as
boxes at the top). The user can see
the schools that have been added to
the compare list, and go to the
compare page from this slide-down
menu.

College Affordability and Transparency Center

COMPARE LIST

Allepac University
Westchesterville, MA

Eastern Bedford
Community &
Technical College

Add School
COMPARE NOW

Bedford, MI

Revise your search

Select Filters

70 Results

Display as: Grid

School Type

Large Public School
Avg yearly tuition: $18,752

Allepac University
Westchesterville, MA

Popular Majors

Eastern Bedford
Community &
Technical College
Bedford, MI

WCSU.edu

REMOVE FROM COMPARE LIST

VIEW SCORECARD

Cost
Size
Campus & Housing
Learning Options
Sports & Activities
Diversity

Map

West California State University

4-year school
Public & Private
Medium-sized
Coed
Religious affliation

Location

List

South Dover College

Big Falls College

South Dover, KS

Big Falls, MO

Mississippi State
Technical College
Jackson, MS

Clear all sections

Athens University

Stanchevy College

Athens, NH

Bloomington, IL

Westville
Technical College
Alberville, VA

Loading more results

Compare page

College Scorecard

The compare page gives the user the
opportunity to compare 3 universities
of their choice.

College Affordability and Transparency Center

Users can find these universities in 3
ways:

Revise your search

Choose from list

2. Through the "search" feature
located just above the box where
the logo appears

Which University is right for you?

3. Through the "Choose from list"
drop-down box
Any search option will allow the user
to type in variations on a school’s
name (for example, SDSU, San Diego
State, USD, University of San Diego,
etc.)

COMPARE UP TO 3 UNIVERSITIES
South Dakota State

South Dakota State University
Brookings, SD
www.website.edu
Add to my college list

Remove from my college list

San Diego State

USD

San Diego State University
San Diego, CA
www.website.edu
Add to my college list

Remove from my college list

University of San Diego
San Diego, CA
www.website.edu
Add to my college list

Remove from my college list

ENROLLMENT: 22,150

ENROLLMENT: 56,500

ENROLLMENT: 24,300

Public university
Urban setting

Public university
Urban setting

Private university
Urban setting

POPULAR MAJORS

POPULAR MAJORS

POPULAR MAJORS

Health Professions—40%
Agriculture—25%
Social Sciences—18%
Engineering—17%

Health Professions—40%
Agriculture—25%
Social Sciences—18%
Engineering—17%

SHOW MORE

COSTS
LOW

Total cost of attendance

$18,312

Estimate my costs

SHOW MORE

FINANCIAL AID
HIGH

59.7%

Estimate monthly payment

SHOW MORE

GRADUATION RATE
LOW

% of students graduating

16.9%

Estimate graduation date

SHOW MORE

EMPLOYMENT
MED

69.9%

SHOW MORE

STUDENT SATISFACTION
HIGH

Total cost of attendance

$31,600

Estimate my costs

SHOW MORE

HIGH

% of students borrowing

59.7%

Estimate monthly payment

SHOW MORE

GRADUATION RATE
LOW

% of students graduating

16.9%

Estimate graduation date

Overall satisﬁed with college experience

70.3%

SHOW MORE

MED

SHOW MORE

69.9%

SHOW MORE

STUDENT SATISFACTION
HIGH

Total cost of attendance

$52,800

Estimate my costs

SHOW MORE

HIGH

% of students borrowing

59.7%

Estimate monthly payment

SHOW MORE

GRADUATION RATE
LOW

% of students graduating

16.9%

Estimate graduation date

SHOW MORE

EMPLOYMENT

% of graduates employed

Estimate my R.O.I.

LOW

FINANCIAL AID

EMPLOYMENT

% of graduates employed

Estimate my R.O.I.

LOW

SHOW MORE

COSTS

FINANCIAL AID

% of students borrowing

Health Professions—40%
Agriculture—25%
Social Sciences—18%
Engineering—17%

SHOW MORE

COSTS

Overall satisﬁed with college experience

70.3%

SHOW MORE

1. Through the "search" feature
located at the top of the page

MED

% of graduates employed

69.9%

Estimate my R.O.I.

SHOW MORE

STUDENT SATISFACTION
HIGH

Overall satisﬁed with college experience

70.3%

SHOW MORE

Each school’s column of data will be a
drop-down list of information relating
to the school. In each section
(Enrollment, Costs, Popular Majors),
preview information is visible, giving
the user a glimpse of the type of
information that will be included in
the drop-down menu.
For the Cost section, Low, Medium,
and High color-coded labels are used
so that the user can see a quick
financial snapshot of a school before
diving deeper into that school’s scorecard.
In some sections (Graduation Rate,
Costs) there are "tool tips" listed.
These allow the user to access
expanded, customized information.
For example, the Cost section
includes a link to "Estimate my costs.”
This approach gives the user a
useful—but not overwhelmingamount of information to compare
with other schools, while also providing the option to quickly obtain more
detailed information.

Scorecard
The design shows default values
within the drop-down fields. When a
user changes the selection, the estimated numbers automatically update,
showing them personalized data.
Initial view gives a high-level overview
of the college.
If a user selects a degree and major
within the drop down fields, the numbers in the sections below will
update.

Cost
The circle graph shows if the tuition is
considered low, medium or high
compared to other colleges.
If a user enters in ways to save
(grants, scholarships, transfer credits,
etc.) their estimated cost of attendance will update in the right hand
column.
The in-line “ways to save” calculator
offers an idea of what the net price
will be without forcing users to
access the separate net price calculator.

Financial Aid
An estimated monthly payment helps
users understand what repaying their
student loans might look like in real
terms.
With the input box in the right column,
the user can adjust the amount they
plan to borrow for a more realistic
estimated monthly payment.

Employment
This section shows how much the
user’s income is projected to increase
after earning their degree, and it
compares that against the total
tuition price, providing an estimated
break even date.

Graduation Rates
Displays graduation rate as the ratio
between total enrollment and total
graduates in a given year, providing a
straightforward way for users to
evaluate how many students are
actually earning degrees at a particular school.
The percentage of students graduating section includes part-time
students and people that have
attended college before, which gives
a more accurate representation than
just counting full-time students.

Student Satisfaction
This feature uses ratings and/or
survey results from students and
alumni of a particular school, providing a barometer of school quality.

Student Profile
This section allows users to see the
graduation rate and the satisfaction
ratings of students that are similar to
them, to help them to predict how
they might do at the school and
determine if the school is the right fit.

